contemporaneous ones.
3 They drew on the authors enjoying widespread respect (auctoritas); rarely expressed their own views on the matters under discussion. Encyclopaedic works were therefore compilations -they succinctly presented what could be read in numerous books. They were, as shown by Vincent of Beauvais (XIII c.) , a solution to a particular problem. On the one hand, there is an increase in the number of books on various subjects, and on the other hand, human life is so short (temporum brevitas!), that the possibility to read or even browse through all the texts one was interested in was highly limited. What is more, human memory is unreliable, and it is impossible to memorize for longer (and use in the right way) a lot of the information one had read about. The creator of an encyclopaedia devotes his time and energy in order to, at least partially, meet the challenges connected with the development of culture and the limitations of human nature. In the process of writing an encyclopaedia it is quite important that the collected material is properly ordered and laid out according to some plan. A plan which -let us add to the thought of the above mentioned author of Speculum maius, and refer to the beginning of this article -"would express" the crucial aspects of the vision of man and the world, which was adopted by the author of the work. 4 It should be emphasized that the layout of medieval encyclopaedias was not uniform. Some of them displayed content belonging to liberated arts (trivium and quadrivium). In others, a more important role was played by theological, biological, historical information, etc. 5 3 For discussion of the principle brevitas in medieval aesthetics see C. Croizy-Naquet, L. Harf-Lancer, M. Szkilnik (eds.), Faire court. L'esthétique de la briéveté dans la literature du Moyen Âge, Paris: Presses Sorbonne Nouvalle 2011. 4 In the introduction to Vincent's Speculum maius we read: "Quoniam multitude librorum et temporum breuitas memorie quoque labilitas non patiuntur cuncta que scripta sunt, partier animo comprehendi, mihi omnium fratrum mimimo plurimorum libros assidue ex longo tempore reuoluenti ac studiose legenti uisum est tandem […] quosdam flores pro modulo ingenii mei electos ex omnibus fere quos legere potui […] in unum corpus uoluminis quodam compendio et ordine summatim redigere […] "; Vincent de Beauvais, La premiére version du Libellus totius operis apologeticus, ed. S. Lusignan, in: S. Lusignan, Préface au Speculum maius de Vincent de Beauvais: refraction et diffraction, Montréal-Paris: Bellarmin-Vrin 1979, p. 115 ("Cahiers d'Études Médiévales" 5) . Libellus apologeticus, whose critical edition was published by Serge Lusignan, was placed by Vincent de Beauvais as an introduction to Speculum maius, or in fact to the first part of the work known as Speculum naturale. Earlier edition of this introduction: Vincentius Bellovacensis, Speculum quadruplex sive Speculum maius: Speculum naturale, opera ac studio theologorum Benedictinorum Collegi Vedastini in Academia Duacensi, Duacii [Douai] 1624 [reprint: Speculum naturale, Graz 1964 , p. 1. 5 The layout of medieval (and not only medieval) encyclopaedias was once presented by Robert Collison, Encyclopaedias: their history throughout the ages, New York-London: Hafner Publishing Co. 1964, pp. 45-81. A particular preliminary stage in the development of the medieval encyclopaedic trend is constituted by the works which originated most probably in the years [420] [421] [422] [423] [424] [425] [426] [427] [428] [429] [430] , that is in the final phase of the existence of the Roman Empire. They were edited by Macrobius (Commentarii in somnium Scipionis) and Martianus Capella (De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii); these texts became very popular in the Middle Ages. 6 At the beginning of the fifties of the VIth century, at the end of antiquity, and at the same time in the years of formation of the Middle Ages, another encyclopaedic text was created by Cassiodorus (around 490-583). His Institutiones divinarum et saecularium litterarum contained necessary information and suggestions for the study of the Holy Bible. In these studies, Cassiodorus had created an important place for the liberated arts (book 2 of the work). Institutiones -created at the turn of the epochs -emphasized the importance of liberated arts in Christian education and in the Christian view of the world. 7 The actual beginning of the medieval encyclopaedic movement, however, was marked by the works of Isidore of . He came from an Ibero-Roman family which had considerable merits for consolidation of Catholicism in Spain ruled by Visigoths, who were professing Arianism. His older brother Leander played an important role in the process of conversion of Visigoths to Catholicism (in the eighties of the VI th c.); another brother of Isidore, Fulgentius, bishop of Écija, also participated in this process. Isidore himself also greatly contributed to the consolidation of Catholicism in Spain. In 601, he became bishop of Seville (after the death of Leander). The works of Isidore concerned many areas -biblical exegesis, dogmatics, history, and others. Of particular importance were the encyclopaedias that he edited: Liber de natura rerum (613), and especially the Etymologies (Etymologiarum sive origines libri XX; Etymologies or Origins; Leonardi, I codici di Marziano Capella, "Aveum" 33(1959), fasc. 5-6, pp. 443-489; 34(1960), fasc. 1-2, pp. 1-99; 34(1960) content of the pagan writers from the antiquity as well as Christian ones. He suitably selected the content for the benefit of the subject he presented.
8 His contribution to the spreading and consolidation of ancient thought in the culture of Visigoth Spain, and more broadly, in the medieval culture is invaluable. This fact was emphasized by Jacques Fontaine.
9 Also important is the role of Isidore of Seville in the process of "adaptation" of ancient-pagan knowledge for the needs of Christian thought.
10 Isidore, it must be stressed, was not the only outstanding figure in the Spanish culture of the VIth/VIIth c. At that time, also Maximus of Saragossa, John of Biclaro, or Licinianus were active. They were authors of historical and theological works; some works from this area were also edited by Braulio of Saragossa (590-651), Isidore's disciple and, as we would say today, editor of Isidor's Etymologies. Thus, the time of life of Isidore is also the time of cultural revival in Spain. Jacques Fontaine became Professor honoris causa of Catholic University of Lublin in 1990, which is worth mentioning in connection with the jubilee of the centenary of existence of this university in 2018. 10 The role of Isidore of Seville in this process was emphasized by Hervé Ingelbert, Interpretatio christiana. Les mutations des savoirs (cosmographie, géographie, etnographie, Isidore's Liber de natura rerum, is a work of broadly understood natural sciences. It consists of 48 chapters. The issues presented in this work concern, respectively: time, cosmography and meteorological phenomena. 12 The didactic and popularizing impact of this encyclopaedia was increased by drawings in the form circles "graphically systematizing" the "nature of things" (natura rerum) under discussion. Liber was well-known especially in the VII th -IX th centuries at the territory of then Christian Europe. 13 Of much greater importance for the culture of medieval Europe were the Etymologies.
14 The title refers to the method of "cognition" of the nature of "things" which was used by Isidore in this work (as well as in others). The basis of this method was ascertaining why a given "thing" was given this and no other name -"revealing" the meaning (meanings) that a given name contains. "Revealing" the meaning of the name of a "thing" at the same time "reveals" the basic characteristics of that "thing". 15 The layout of the work is more complex than in the previous case. The material given in 20 books can be divided into a number of groups: liberated arts and medicine, law and history (books 1-5), matters concerning the Church (6-8); issues relating to man "placed" in the society (7-9), "bodily" man (anatomy) and animals (11-12), cosmography and geography (13-14), human skills -"crafts" (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . 16 The order of presentation of particular issues may seem to be Nearly a thousand manuscript copies survive, a truly juge number. As evidence of its continuing popularity down to and after the advent of printing, more than sixty manuscript copies of the whole work, as well as more than seventy copies of excerpts, were written in the fifteenth century. It was among the early printed books (1472), and nearly a dozen printing appeared before the year 1500." (ibid., p. 24 On the layout of Etymology see, for example, B. Ribémont, Les origins des encyclopédies médiévales…, pp. . 17 The problem of composition in the Etymologies (and also in other medieval encyclopaedias) will be discussed by the author of this description in a different article.
("closes the outer limits of Europe").
18 It should be added that Isidore, when creating the above-mentioned description used also other sources than Epitoma. 19 The author of the Etymologies begins the presentation of Spain with (1) information concerning the names given to this country; points to the source of each of them. 20 Then he talks about (2) the location of Spain (in the geographical, not administrative sense; see below): between Africa and Gaul, closed off by the Pyrenees from the north, and surrounded by the sea from the other sides. 21 Further, the author broadly enumerates the treasures of the country (3): convenient climate, richness of grain (that is, abundance of food), precious stones and metal deposits.
22 He provides a cursory description of (4) the hydrography of Spain, giving the names of longest rivers on its territory; among which, the gold-bearing river Tagus (Tajo).
23 He provides a broad (5) administrative division of the country with reference to town names, and evoking names of six Spanish provinces known already in the Roman times. Finally, he discusses the division of Spain into two parts: Inner Spain and Outer Spain, explaining also the etymology of these names. [Tingitanian -Tangiers] . [14, 4, 30] Duae sunt autem Hispaniae: Citerior, quae in septentrionis plagam a Pirineo usque ad Carthaginem porrigitur; Vlterior, quae in meridem a Celtiberis usque ad Gaditanum fretum extenditur. Citerior Autem et Vlterior dicta quasi citra et ultra: sed citra quasi circa terras et ultra, uel quod ultima, uel quod non sit post hanc ulla, hoc est alia terra." On the Tingitania province, see the remark ibidem, pp. 80-81, note 283; see also ibidem, 5, 10, Thus, the description of Spain contains, as one may say, "encyclopaedically edited" information, placing this country in its antiquity-Roman past. It is also a description, which presents, so to speak, "the pattern of Spain" -it enumerates its ("unremovable") "identity elements". Finally, it is a description which is a "subtle" praise of Spain. As mentioned above, Isidore included a moving and full of loftiness picture of his homeland in the introduction to The History of Goths, Vandals and Swebs. "Omnium terrarum, quaque sunt ab occiduo usque ad Indos, pulcherrima es, o sacra semperque felix principum, gentiumque mater Hispania…" -we read. 25 It may be said that the description of Spain in the Etymologies is an "encyclopaedic summary" of the praise from this introduction. On the other hand, this description may be looked at as an "encyclopaedic summary" of the pieces of information relating to Spain found in other places in the Etymologies. Each of the parts of description outlined above (1. Name; 2. Location; 3. Natural resources; 4. Hydrography; 5. Administrative division and cities) may be supplemented with details given in the work, and additionally, emphasize the past of the country in the Antiquity.
In the description of Spain, the author of the Etymologies does not in fact mention (adhering to the subject of book 14) the inhabitants of his homeland. Indeed, he enumerates the Celtiberians, but only as the people whose area of habitation constitutes one of the borders of Hispania Ulterior (see above). However, the problem of the inhabitants of Spain was not omitted in the encyclopaedia. Isidore referred to it in book 9 of the work, in the part discussing the names of the peoples inhabiting the Globe. The problem is firstly connected with the name of the country. Thus, it is a "supplement" of the first point of the description provided above. Therefore, in book 9, we read about Iberians, that is, Spaniards. ("Iberi qui et Spani"), whose ancestor was the biblical Tubal, one of seven sons of Japheth (Genesis, 10, 2). 26 It is important to note, however, that when mentioning the origin of the Iberians from Tubal, and consequently from Japheth, Isidore drew on the traditional interpretation, that is, the so-called Table   reference to two Spains: Isidore of Seville, The Etymologies, tr. S.A. Barney…, p. 292: "Furthermore there are two Spains: Inner Spain, whose area extend in the north from the Pyrenees to Cartagena; and Outer Spain, which in the south extends from Celtiberia to the straits of Cadiz. Inner (citerior) and Outer (ulterior) are so called as if it were citra (on this side) and ultra (beyond): but citra is formed as if the term were 'around the earth' (circa terras), and ultra either because it is the last (ultimus), or because after it there is not 'any ' (ulla) of nations (Genesis, 10, 1-32). According to this interpretation, the peoples of the Globe derive from one of the three sons of Noah: Shem, Ham and Japheth (from him originated the peoples inhabiting Europe), and more precisely, from their respective descendants. The identification of the Iberians as the people coming from Tubal had been presented earlier -before the time when Isidore wrote his work -in the works of Joseph Flavius (Antiquitates Iudaicae; Ist century), and (Pseudo-)Eustathius (In Hexaemoron Basilii; 378?-?500) and Jerome (Questiones hebraicae in Genesim; [389] [390] [391] . 27 In the case under discussion, Isidore probably based his information on the text of St. Jerome.
In another place in book 9 of the Etymologies, however, we find an explanation of the origin of the names of Spaniards and Iberians (the Spaniards, first called the Iberians).
28 A similar etymological argument was placed by Isidore in the above-mentioned description of Spain. 29 The information about the origin of the Spaniards and Iberians can be found at the beginning of a relatively long fragment of book 9 devoted to the peoples of Spain and constitutes, as it were, an introduction to this book. The "Spanish part" of the book is preceded by a presentation of the name of Gauls and Vascones (Basques); Vascones -whose habitat is the Pyrenees.
30 It summarizes at the same time the presentation of the names of the peoples of Europe (let us remind ourselves that the geographical description of Spain is also placed at the end of the description of Europe). Isidore enumerates Galicians, Astures, Cantabrians and Celtiberians. He provides the origin of these names, and points to the part of Spain they inhabit. 31 Most of the attention is devoted to Galicians. Isidore emphasizes that they are called so due to their bright ("white") complexion. They stand out with this feature, says Isidore, among the people of Spain (we read that it is from this feature that also the Gauls got their name). The author of the Etymologies mentions the fact that the Galicians were convinced of their Greek origin (therefore -consistently -he derives their name from the Greek word meaning milk). The Greek origin of Galicians could have had influence on the fact that they were characterized by innate acumen. We do not learn much about Astures. We only read that their name comes from the river Stura, on which they settled; surrounded by mountains and thick forest. 34 Next, Isidore presents the etymology of Cantabrians, also deriving the name from "characteristic features" of the area inhabited by these people (the town and river Ebro). He adds a note relating to rather negative features of character of Cantabrians (stubborn, engaging in brigandage and war waging, always ready to sustain wounds).
35 The presentation of the names of the people of Spain ends with a short note on Celtiberians. We read about their origin from the Celtic Gauls, and about the area they inhabit, which is known as Celtiberia. We also learn about the origins of the name of these people (from the Iberus / Ebro river on which the Celtiberians settled, as well as from the Gauls calling themselves Celtic; the name of the Celtiberians, says Isidore, is a blend of the Celts and the river name Iberus / Ebro).
36
It is worth remembering that the fragment of book 9 discussed above is an important extension of the etymological-geographical description of Spain (included in book 14) by adding an etymological-ethnographic aspect to it, so to speak. It is worth emphasizing at the same time that the remarks on the Astures, Cantabrians and Celtiberians, and partly, Galicians (a comment on their inborn abilities) were not taken by Isidore from other authors. They were most probably originally formulated by the author of the Etymologies.
37 Therefore the comments have the value callent." The names Galleci and Galli were, therefore, to come from the Greek name for milk (yáλa; compare the Galaxy), and in fact from the whiteness of milk. When talking about the Gauls, Isidore provides the following information: "Galli a candore corporis nuncupati sunt. Gala enim grece lac dicitur"; also there, 9, 2, 104, p. of a "current testimony". Information of ethnographic character showing the "crumbs" of phenomena from the times of Isidore can also be found in book 19 of the Etymologies. It contains certain details related to the clothing used in Spain.
38
The remark on the location of Spain which constitutes point 2 of the description included in book 14 was enlarged upon in other places in that book. Relatively many details refer to the marine surroundings of the country; the phrase "a reliquis partibus indique mari conclusa" (see above) becomes obvious. Thus, Isidore speaks of islands belonging to Spain. They determine its positioning "with reference" to the Great sea (Mare magnum), that is, the Mediterranean Sea. These are "the last" islands in the west of this sea -in accordance with the order of presentation of the Mediterranean islands in book 14. Among the enumerated ones were Ibiza (Eposvs) and the remaining Baleares: Majorca and Minorca. The "first" (western) curve of the Mediterranean Sea "impresses itself" on Spain (in fact on Spains: Inner and Outer) with two gulfs, known as Iberian and Balearic. 39 The lands situated in "the marine neighbourhood" of Spain from the side of the Tingitanian province, on the African shore, Mauritania (according to the concepts of the time) and the island on the "Ocean", Britain.
40 Isidore indicates two "end points" of Spain -in the south, from the sea, and in the north, from the land. One of them is the promontory (promuntorium) or the Calpis mountain (mons) (the rock of Gibraltar). The Calpis mountain located at the brink of the "Ocean" (obviously, at the "western limits" of the Mediterranean Sea) separates Europe from Africa; just as Spain separates the Ocean from the Mediterranean Sea. 41 From the land side in the north, Spain is, as is well ("Mantum Spani uocant quod manus tegat tantum: est enim breue amictum"); 25; 5, p. 219 ("Amiculum est meretricum pallium lineum. Hunc apud ueteres matronae in adulterio deprehensae induebantur, ut in tali amiculo potius quam in stola polluerent pudicitiam. Erat enim apud ueteres hoc signum meretricae uestis, nunc in Spania honestatis"). We also read about the purple colour of ornaments, ibidem, 28, 6, p. 237 ("Ferrugo color est purpurae subnigre que fit in Spania"). 39 
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The natural resources of Spain enumerated in the Etymologies are "stones" of various kind, of which we read in book 16 (De lapidibus et metallis) . 43 This country also possesses "metals" (metal ores) especially iron, and also lead in various regions. 44 The river network of Spain drawn up in point 4 of the above description of the country, was more extensively presented (in the etymological aspect) in a fragment of book 13 of the work. The author revealed the origin of four river names included in that description (Guadalquivir, Miño, Ebro, Tajo), and also mentioned the river Durius (Duero?; Douro?). He devoted more attention to the river Baetis (Guadalquivir) which, as he noted, gave a name to the province of Baetica -the province he came from.
45 Let us add that rivers are not the only element of the topography of Spain which is discussed in the encyclopaedia. As is well known, Isidore also discussed the mountains (which are the "delimiting" mountains of Spain): the Pyrenees in the north and the Calpes / Calpis (the mountain and the promontory) in the south. He also draws our attention to the Solurius mountain ( 3482m) and emphasizes that, with respect to height, it exceeds other mountains in the country. The remark suggests that Spain is a mountainous country, or that it has various other mountains.
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As far as the division of Spain into provinces in the encyclopaedia, we do not find any substantial extension of the information included in point 5 of the etymological-geographical description. An exception concerns Mauretania Tingitania, which, in this exceptional case, was not referred to as a province of Spain, but as a province of Libya (as understood then). Apart from this, Isidore only points to examples of regions (regions) which constitute the province of Galicia; these are Cantabria and Asturia. 47 In the Etymologies, on the other hand, there is an extensive fragment devoted to Spanish towns in the respective provinces. Isidore placed this description in book 15 (in the part devoted to famous towns; oppida nobilia). He enumerated nine towns beginning with those located in the Tarraconian province (north-eastern part of the country; then the Cartagenian and in Lusitania, Baetica and Tingitania; he omitted the towns in Gallicia); the order agrees with the one in the list of provinces contained in the geographical description of Spain. The list included: Terracona (Tarragone), Caesaraugusta (Saragossa), Cartagina Spartaria (Kartagena; New Carthago), Seguntum, Emerita (Merida), Olispona (Lisboa, Lisbona), Hispalis (Sevilla, Seville), Gades (Cádiz, Cadiz), Septe (Ceuta). Isidore revealed the circumstances in which and by whom they were established (the author mentions, among others, figures from the Roman times). He indicated which of these towns gave names to provinces. He also described the current state of some of the towns; speaking with some elation about Saragossa, provided details concerning the construction of the "foundations" of Seville (and notes another version of the origin of its name). 65-72, pp. 8-9 . We read about Saragossa: "Terraconensis Hispaniae oppidum a Caesare Augusto et situm et nominatum, loci amoenitate et deliciis praestantibus ciuitatibus Hispaniae cunctis atque illustrious, florens sanctorum martyrum seputuris", ibdem, 1, 66, p. 8. Seville was to be established by Julius Caesar. The name of the town, Hispalis, comes from the fact that it was erected on poles (palus), which hardened the swampy ground; "Hispali Thus, in the Etymologies, Spain was presented on the basis of sources from the antiquity whose information was used by Isidore and interpreted for the purposes of the encyclopaedia. Appropriately selected material was supplemented "to the encyclopaedic extent" with his own knowledge connected with homeland. He presented the ancient Roman Spain -to which the Tingitanian province located in Africa belongs; this is why so envisaged Spain neighbours with Mauretania (see above). Apart from Spain in the "administrative sense" (from the time of Dioclecianus) he showed Spain mainly in the "geographical sense". It is intriguing, however, that he did not repeat, after Marcus Iunianus Iustinus the truly "encyclopaedic" (being a form of synthesis) claim concerning the nearly square-like shape of Spain 49 (it is possible that such shape of Spain, in his opinion, was not in agreement with the shape of Spain in the "administrative sense"); nor did he repeat after Orosius's (Historiae), which he used, the information about the triangular shape of the country (see below). In the portrayal of Spain that is provided there are some cursory references to the times contemporary with the author of the Etymologies (the appearance of some towns, details concerning the clothes, remarks on some linguistic details). In this portrayal, we almost overlook "concurrent Gothic reality" which is so distinctly present in Laus Spaniae. The presentation of Spain can be viewed as a good example illustrating the method of geographical description in the Etymologies.
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The description of Spain included in the Etymologies was literally repeated by Rabanus Maurus (780/781-856), the Abbot of Fulda and later the Archbishop of Mainz, in his encyclopaedic work produced in the Carolingian times (842-847).
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Let us emphasize that an earlier encyclopaedia, whose author was Bede (Bede Venerabilis; around 672-735), and which was written down in the north of England, autem a situ cognominate est, eo quod in solo palustri suffixis in profundo palis locata sit, ne lubrico atque instabili fundamento cederet"; ibidem, 1, 71, p. 9.
On the identification of the nine enumerated towns see ibidem, pp. 37-38. See also H. Philipp, Marcus Iunianus Iustinus, Epitoma, 44, 1, 9, p. 244: "Forma terrae [i.e. of Spain] prope quadrata nisi quod artantibus freti in cuneum coit." See below in this article for further information on this topic. 50 Isidore mentions Goths only sporadically. For example, when he talks about Cartagena in the list of Spanish towns, he remarks: "Afri sub Hannibale maritima Hispaniae occupantes Carthaginem Spartariam construxerunt, quae mox a Romanis capta et colonia facta nomen etiam prouinciae dedit. Nunc autem a Gothis subuersa atque in desolationem reducta est"; ibidem, 15, 1, 67, p. 8. Thus, the town established by the Cartaginians ("Africans") which then became a Roman colony, was destroyed by the Goths and remains in ruin. See also A. Melón, La Etapa Isidoriana en la geografía medieval, "Arbor. Revista general de investigación y cultura" 28(1954), no. 101-104, pp. 456-460 . 51 contained issues related to cosmography. Bede, in his, De natura rerum did not take up the geographical issues. 52 Rabanus's De naturis rerum (De Universitate), is a work which is fundamentally based on the Etymologies. However, it has, so to speak, its own character -the Abbot of Fulda, among other things, combines some of the information in his encyclopaedia with allegorical aspects (this, however, does not concern the geographical information). 53 Rabanus Maurus strengthens, as it were, the Isidorian outlook on Spain in the Carolingian times. It should be emphasized that in the VIII th -IX th centuries it was not the only existing portrayal. A less elaborate, though more "current" and, in a sense, detailed presentation of this country was given by the contemporaneous authors of geographical treatises such as Aeticus from Istria 54 and the Irish Dicuilius.
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For the "encyclopaedic" reception of Spain included in the Etymologies, it is crucial to direct one's attention, as mentioned above, to the works "pointing to" the greatest developments of the medieval encyclopaedic trend. works were extensively known in Europe by then, thanks to the translations from Greek to Latin, the so-called Aristoteles latinus). A substantial role in the intellectual "turmoil" of the time was played by universities and the activity of the members of newly formed orders of Franciscans and Dominicans. Some of them were important authors of encyclopaedias. 57 In the XIII th century, not only the most outstanding encyclopaedias in Latin were written, but also encyclopaedias in national languages, or translations from Latin encyclopaedias were made. 58 The scope of the knowledge comprised in some encyclopaedias of the XII th and XIII th centuries covered, among other things, geography to a greater or lesser extent.
59 Geography (together with cosmography) occupies an important place in Imago mundi by Honorius Augustodunesis (about 1090 -about 1153). The work of this monk (from German Regensburg / Ratisbona??) written between 1110-1139 can be viewed as the harbinger of the development of the encyclopaedic trend in later years. It is one of a few important writing achievements of Honorius, next to such works as Elucidarius and Gemma animae. 60 In the first book, devoted to geography, Honorius speaks little of Spain. He repeats briefly, following the Etymologies, the description of the country (placed in book 14, let us recall). First, he points to the origins of the names of Spain. In this place, he interprets the words of Isidore, conferring on Hispalus the royal dignity: "Hispania, ab Hispano rege dicta." Further, we read: "prius Hiberia ab Hibero fication of Europe, vol. 1-2, Oxford-Cambridge, Mass., 1997: Wiley-Blackwell (especially vol. 1, pp. 185-197 flumine, et Hesperia ab Hespero rege nominata". Also Hesperus was given the royal dignity (in the text of Isidore it is a name of a star: "Hesperia ab Hespero stella"). By giving such interpretation, Honorius emphasizes the "royal" origins of Spain, suggesting their Greek (clearly not Roman -rex!) or even barbarian relations. Next, he contends that, on its western border, Spain is "the end" of the "ocean" ("Haec versus occasum oceano terminatur"), and finally enumerates -after Isidore -six provinces. Imago mundi, then, contains the minimum information on the subject of Spain (Honorius does not talk about Spanish islands and mountains in other parts of his work). However, it is enough for the reader (receiver) to be able to place this country in the overall picture of the inhabited globe drawn (from the Isidorian perspective) by Honorius. His encyclopaedia became quite popular in the Middle Ages, which is testified to by the number of preserved copies (over 40), a translation into Italian and the scope of the reception of the information comprised in Imago. 61 On the other hand, geographical issues are not taken up in the encyclopaedia authored by an Englishman Alexander Neckam (Nequam; 1157-1217), the Abbot of the Augustinian abbey in Cirencester, a poet, and the author of treatises relating to, among others, the biblical and liturgical exegesis. Neckam's De naturis rerum, the work written down between 1200-1204, is the "encyclopaedic fruit" of the XII th century renaissance. a broad sense of the word, bearing in mind, however, its specific character (Otia); Gervase dedicated his work to Caesar Otto IV (hence the title: Otia imperialia). The description of Spain, which is placed in the second book of the work (the work consists of three books) is quite extensive. Gervase does not base his work directly on the Etymologies, but rather on History by Paul Orosius (416-417; Isidore based his work on this particular work), on Honorius's Imago mundi, and on up-to-date registers of church provinces (archbishoprics and bishoprics). He pointed out (after Orosius) to the triangular shape of the country. It is therefore a new element in the description of Spain -new in relation to the "Isidorian model" (Isidore, as mentioned above, did not repeat the remark of Marcus Iunianus Iustinus about the square shape of this country). In the presentation of Spain, one can discern a division into two main parts, relating to regnum and sacerdotium; Gervase, let us emphasize, begins his description by mentioning after Honorius of Augustodunensis, the origin of the names of the country from the kings (he also gives the "correct" version of the origin of the name Hesperia: "Esperia ab Espero rege, uel potius ab Espero stella"). The text presents, therefore, "secular geography" (regnum) as well as "sacral geography" (sacerdotium); the division of Spain into archbishoprics and bishoprics. Related to the "sacral geography" is also the register of "pagan" towns (Muslim); among which Seville could be found. The division into regnum and sacerdotium is clearly visible in Otia imperialia in the description of other countries (including Poland). Thus, the description of Spain included in the work of Gervase provides a link between the traditional information relating to this country (information included in the ancient texts) and that which is to be found in the medieval encyclopaedias) with up-to-date facts of sacral or religious nature. 63 The description is "supplemented" in other places in the work. He mentions the location of the country with respect to the "Ocean" and the Mediterranean Sea (in this context, he speaks of the Pillars of Hercules and Seville), and introduces Ibiza and the Baleares. 64 While introduction to that work). The first part of the presentation of Spain is constituted by a fragment taken from book 14 of the Etymologies, which was discussed above. Bartholomeus Anglicus omitted the remarks related to the location of Citerior and Ulterior Spain (Inner and Outer). He replaced them, as it were, with a discussion of the triangular shape of the whole country, copying relevant sentences from Orosius's History. Then we read about the richness of the country with respect to metal deposits -Bartholomeus returns to (summarizing the information comprised in book 3 of Plinius's Natural History; 3, 4, 30) what was said in the Isidorian description of Spain. Further, he provides brief characteristics of the inhabitants of Spain, mentioning their bravery and strength, and that some of them come from Greeks, while others from Visigoths (alii Vuisegotorum successors). He signals that he borrowed these features from Isidore. In the next part of the presentation of Spain, he concentrates on the provinces of the country, also making reference to Isidore's work. He emphasizes, at the same time, that he himself knows these provinces ("Hispania […] multas habet prouincias partiales nobis notas").
68
Let us note that Bartholomeus Anglicus sets up the geographical description of Spain which is enriched in comparison to the one included in book 14 of the Etymologies with respect to elements that are absent in the Isidorian description -this concerns the shape of the country. The author of De propritatibus rerum does not, however, create a coherent description. One notes certain repetitions. In this sense, the presentation of Spain included in Otia imperialia is more clear. Bartholomeus, it may be said, updates the information he borrowed from Isidore, stressing that he had visited some of the described provinces. The mention about Visigoths can be viewed as a "trace" of the fact that Bartholomeus was familiar with the Praise of Spain (Laus Spaniae, where Goths inhabiting this country were mentioned).
The work of Thomas of Cantimpré does not possess a separate geographical part; remarks on Spain occur sporadically in the text, when discussing natural issues.
69 Highly popular in the medieval times and monumental Speculum maiuscomprising three volumes: Speculum naturale, Speculum doctrinale and Speculum historiale -also does not contain a separate part that would be devoted exclusively to geography. The presentation of the inhabited world finds itself in Speculum historiale. The contents of this volume, as well as that of Speculum naturale, refers to 68 Ibidem, 15, 79, Thomas Cantimpratensis, Liber de natura rerum, ed. H. Boese, Berlin-New York: De Gruyter 1973. On the structure of the encyclopaedia, see L. Wojciechowski, Liber de natura rerum Tomasza…, The Dominican mentions Spain talking about tree grafting (10, 1, p. 313), about stone iscistos (14, 40, p. 363; following Isidore) and about the stone called specularis lapis (14, 65, p. 369) .
GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF SPAIN IN LATIN MEDIEVAL ENCYCLOPAEDIAS: FROM ISIDORE OF SEVILLE TO VINCENT OF BEAUVAIS (VII-XIII C.)
S u m m a r y
The article discusses the problem of reception of the description of Spain contained in the Etymologies by Isidore of Seville in Latin medieval encyclopaedias, on the background of the development of the medieval encyclopaedic trend. The etymological-geographical description of his homeland was placed by Isidore in book 14 of his work (14, 4, (28) (29) (30) . This portrayal was "supplemented" in other places in the Etymologies, among other things, with an etymological-ethnographical aspect (9, 2, 109-114). When presenting Spain, Isidore based his work on works from the Antiquity. He showed mainly a Roman Spain, with few references to the contemporary situation of the country under Gothic rule. In later encyclopaedias, in which geographical sections are present, Isidore's description of Spain is used to a varied extent. It was either repeated (Raban Maur, Vincent of Beauvais), and shortened, with minor modifications (Honorius Augustodunensis), or combined with information found in, for example, the work of Orosius (Historiae: Historiarum adversum paganos libri VII). In the latter case, the combined whole was still updated (with certain selected facts concerning contemporary Spain). Such descriptions were placed in the works of Gervase of Tilbury and Bartholomeus Anglicus. It should be noted that Gervase of Tilbury added to the presentation of Spain a fragment illustrating its division into archbishoprics and bishoprics. A comparison of medieval encyclopaedic descriptions of Spain written before the middle of the XIII th century -that is, before the encyclopaedia Speculum maius was compiled, it can be claimed that each of them drew on the description placed in book 14 of the Etymologies; in Speculum maius, the greatest encyclopaedia of the Middle Ages, in its part entitled Speculum historiale, this description was repeated word for word, as mentioned above. It may said, that despite new descriptions of Spain (formulated in the first half of the XIII th c. by Gervase of Tilbury and Bartholomeus Anglicus), the portrayal drawn by Isidore of Seville maintained its "validity", as it were. Taking into account the outstanding role of medieval encyclopaedic works in the dissemination of knowledge in this epoch, it may also be claimed that the Spain of that time was perceived (at least till the middle of the XIIIth century) "through the eyes of Isidore" (this fact has its reflection in the cartography of the time). It remains to be seen how this picture changed (and if it changed for good) in the late Middle Ages.
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